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HTSOEOCTION

Tempering is the process of conditioning wheat by the

adding or removing of water, for the purpose of toughening

the germ and bran; also Making the endosperm or floury

portion of the berry more friable. Another way to define

tempering would be the changing of wheat into such a

physical condition that the separation of the bran from the

endosperm la facilitated, and whereby so far as is possible

the baking quality of the resulting flour shall be improved.

Since the two principal objects in tempering are to

bring the wheat into a suitable condition for mechanical

treatment in the mill, and to 1 prove the baking qualities

of the flour, the results of good milling, as influenced

by tempering, may be seen and judged more easily than those

associated with the flour quality. It Is also evident if

the first object of tempering la not achieved, the baking

quality of the flour will suffer Indirectly; for the pres-

ence of bran powder in the flour, as an example, lowers the

general quality of the flour. The color of the flour be-

ing poor, and due to the hamful enaymes introduced along

with the bran, the baking value of the flour la seriously

depreciated. Hence the miller should remember that In

tempering there are two objects, and in order to achieve

excellence in the one he should see that the other does not



suffer.

The problem of tempering developed when Turkey wheat

was first [Town on the western plains, where the dry weather

during the ripening period produced a hard vitreous kernel.

This made it impossible to separate the floury portion

from the bran and germ, so as to produce as white a flour as

was produced from soft wheat.

In the United States we think of tempering as adding

water to the wheat, while in some of the foreign countries

it is necessary to reduce the moisture content of the graili

before milling. It is generally accepted among millers k

wheat with approximately 15 per cent of moisture is the best

for Grinding, Slight variations must be made due to the

physical texture of the grain and fluctuation in relative

humidity during milling.

Automatic devices have been invented to add the water

to the wheat before putting it in tempering bins; where it

stands fron six to seventy-two hours. For mills of 1000 to

6000 barrels daily capacity the longer time necessitates

enormous bin space to hold the wheat during tempering. The

loss may also be considerable if the mill breaks down so

the wheat cannot be milled for several days, since heating

may occur due to excess moisture.

In many mills wheat heaters are used during the cold

weather to heat the wheat before tempering, and some use



these heaters the year round. Since the chemical con-

stituency and the physical properties of the bran, germ,

and endosperm are so different, wheat may be conditioned to

a certain extent by the use of heat alone » As the temper-

ature of the wheat is increased the physical texture of the

wheat is changed, the endosperm becomes softer, while the

germ and bran become less friable. These changes help to

accomplish the requirements of tempering.

Temperature also influences the rate of movement of

the water molecules. The higher temperature not only

speeds the action of these molecules, but increases the

distance between them, which will Increase fee rate at

which water will penetrate the grain.

In 1928 a device called a temperator was pattented by

the General Still Equipment Company, in whleh the wheat is

heated in the process of tempering. Experinents have been

conducted with the apparatus, and it is claimed that wheat

can be tempered with it in thirty ainutes. If it is

possible to temper wheat in that length of time, it will

mean a great economic saving both in time and building

space. It will also ell Anate the uncertainties in temper-

ing wheat to suit the weather conditions of to-day, and

then finding them changed at the actual time of milling.



In a survey of tempering practice in the different

mills, a letter was
r

mailed fron the college to l_

fcy-eight of these mills answered this letter, some

omitting the answers to part of the questions* Seventy-

six of these sills ground hard wheat and 34 were using

heat in connection with tempering, 7 of the 34 used '..eat

the entire year while 27 used heat only during cold weather,

which e ows that using heat is considered by some practical,

although they may not be usl.-.^ it to the best economical

advantage*

The experiments reported la this thesis are divided

into three groups: water penetration, work on the experi-

mental mill, and work on the large mill. The former mill

is non-automatic, and the sample milled is five pounds

or less. The large mill is the long system mill of 60

barrels capacity.
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ncnwK or lueratore

In reviewing •arrant literature in milling magasinee,

we find that most statements are based upon the conclusions

which the authors have made from rather casual observations.

As a rule, no date is offered to substantiate the statements

made* The knowledge of the best conditions for tempering

is still fragmentary, as far ae scientifically conducted

investigations are concerned.

Amos (192G) states that conditioning of wheat is the

process of lining up various wheats In a mixture to the

ana degree of hardness, toughness and nellownees, so that



••eh individual grain shall stand the same breaking down

on the rolls, wit:, approximately the sane results, I

large ;:rar. flakes, smell percentage of break flour, and

plenty of good bright semolina and middlings. There shall

be no bran powder { due to brittle skins and too email

percentage of water) u d no pasty Juicy bran, stained

'lour and lost flour in the offals (due to too greet a

percentage of water.)

Tague (1920) states that in tempering wheat at rf, 20

J

and 40°C, for the periods of 24, 48, and 72 hours.

At the teuperature of 6°C. the length of tempering period

appeared to have very little influence on either the

physical characteriatice or the chemical composition of the

flour.

When the wheat was tempered at 20°C, a snail bat

definite chemical change took place. The hydrogen-ion

concentration was increased, as shown by the lower .

figure. The total acidity, the water soluble phosphorus

and the titrable nitrogen were also higher. Both the yield

and the milling qualities were better tlmn when the wheat

was tempered at 5°C. The time of tempering appeared to be

a factor in the chemical changes, but had very little if

any relation to the physical characteristics.

The chemical changes were still nore pronounced when

the wheat was tempered at 40°C. The physical changes,



however, appeared to be detrimental to the mtll]

qualities of the grain.

Simon (1923) states that the four direct reeuV,s of

good conditioning are:

1, To toucan the bran and to prevent bran powder

being formed.

2. To secure the easiest separation of the bran from

endosperm.

5. To render eaey the subsequent breaking down of the

4* To get accurate and easy sifting on the dressing

machines.

lie also atates that owln;; to the risk of damage, the

bulk of the wheat ought not to bo heated to a temperatu -e

higher than 40°C • as otherwise some Individual grains might

reach 60°C. at which temperature rapid and far-reaching

ehanges may occur which may be very harmful.

In order to get cjulck and effective oonditlonlng or

tempering of tha -vheat so that It grinds nicely on the rolls

the wheat ought to be heated to not less than 4.'''

(1925) states that with the knowledge of how

the endosperm of the wheat berry Is built up, the function

of the hollow hairs and the structural resistance of the

skins to prevent the entrance of moisture to the endosperm

except through the hollow hairs-- for the entrance by the



placenta is closed and sealed by the two hairy valves

(the valve however can be displaced by friction in the

cleaning department of the mill) that water can enter only

through the hair of the grain. It is at once apparent how

washing, drying, and chilling the grain are simply carry-

lag out a natural law by going one step forward in develop-

ing the wheat in the mill as well as making the grain more

uniform and Improving the resultant flour.

Lawellen (1927) states that their observations lead

them to state that the Ideal temperature of a finished

flour at the agitators is between 21°and 27°c. That below

21°G the miller cannot get the proper dress, clean up, or

yield, and that too much of the feed is Included in the

flour. That above 27°C. the flour is too hot in that mold

growth may start, chemical and enzymatic ohenges will be

started which will result in rancidity, increased acidity

and deterioration of gluten.

Kent-Jones (1927) experimented with wheat dampened to

a moisture content of 17-18 per cent placing Lt in nnol—we*

rectangular tin slots about one inch In width, and these

wage put in a water bath which was kept at the desired

temperature for a definite tine. In this way dampened

Manitoba wheat was heated at 32°C. for periods of 30 min-

utes to 24 hours. Mo substantial difference was found
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between the wheats heated for SO minutes to 24 hours.

The exp rLaont was repeated at 43°C. and again It waa

found that no chemical change apparently occurred under the

conditions of the experiment at that temperature for as

long as 24 hours. In no case were the baking qualities

affected.

In hecting the dampened wheat at 57°C. It was found

that no chemical or physical changes were apparent. It

net be remembered that the whole of the wheat would not

be at that tenperature all the tine* The outside portions

soon acquired a temperature >elow that of the bath,

but the center portions took some time to reach the maxi-

mum temperature.

In continuing the heating at 57°C. for six hours It

was found that slight chemical changes took place, but very

little change eould be observed in the baking test. When

the heating was continued for 24 hours, however, a definite

ehange occurred whieh was indicated by the baking test,

the strength of the flour being Improved. In a few hours

the flour developed a disagreeable sour odor.

Samples then were eated to 71°C. for 1-5 to 2 hours

and then cooled before adding the tempering water. The

wheat appeared to be unchanged, but later when it was

conditioned and ground into flour, the flour was found to

have increased strength.
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Aa -tha protein of moat wheats appears to be In an

Insufficient degree of coagulation or aggregation, It can be

greatly Improved by a aubaeqaent heat coagulation, before

undergoing the process of milli .

Swanson (1928) states that carefully control od use

of -eat on fully matured, but new wheat, will bring about an

Improvement In the baking qualities. However, if the

degree of temperature is too high, or If the period of

heating is too lonr, nurked damage may result.

then heating takes place under uncontrolled conditions

such as happens when wheat Is cut immature, serious damage

may result. The same will apply to wheat out too vet but

fully mature. Controlled het.tinr will Improve iraraature

wheat when the degree of temperature is not too high or

the period of heating too long*

jjcComiek (1930) states that he found very little

arence If any la the influence of the length of temper-

ing at ordinary temperatures of around 25 to 30°C. upon the

process of milling or upon the resultant flour as deter-

mined by the baking methods.
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BATE OF WATSR PEKBTRATIOH IH WHEAT BORING WKtB

In a survey which was conducted by the Bill lag

Department It was found that In commercial practice the ex-

tremes in time of tempering are freci 3 hours to 72 hours.

If tfre water gets to the center of the wheat kernel and Is

uniformly distributed In a short length of time, why the

many hours of temperin, ? The object of this Investigation

was to learn how soon the tempering water becomes evenly

distributed throujjhout the endosperm.

In analysing the water penetration in wheat during

tempering, It may be wall to define the words adsorb and

absorb, before going too far in this discussion. The

definition may help to avoid confusion of the two terms

since they are spelled and sound so similar. These defini-

tions are taken from the Hew Century dictionary: Adsorb

means to gather on the surface of the molecules in a con-

densed layer, while absorb means to take up by chemical or

molecular action. According to those definitions, absorp-

tion takes place when the water penetrates the wheat kernel,

and may take place under the follovdn, conditions: V,hen

the wheat is immersed or dipped in water, and when wator is

added as in tempering, that is, when a small amount of

water is a ded to the wheat and thoroughly mixed, water is

also absorbed when wheat is exposed to air of a high humid-

ity.
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Absorption when Kheat is Indorsed In Kator

To determine the rate of absorption when wheat Is

totally submerged in water for varying lengths of time and

In water of different temperatures, a definite amount of

wheat was Immersed in the water at a controlled temperature

for a given length of time. Then it was placed in specially

made cups with screens on the bottoms. These cups were

then placed in a centrifuge and the surface water thrown

off by centrifugal force. The centrifuge used was an

ordinary Eabeoek cream teeter, it mas turned at a given

rate and for the same length of time in every determination.

In order to eliminate error from evaporation ir. these

experiments, two cups were centrifuged at a time, then

weighed before starting to centrifuge the next two. A

uniform lot of hard wheat was used. y this method it is

believed that very comparative data was obtained. In a

preliminary trial, four samples were treated alike in order

to determine if eomparable results could be obtained. The

figures in Table I give the variation which occurred in

this serlea of tests, and shows the limits of accuracy for

the figured obtained in the trials which are reported

in this thesis.
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The greatest difference between the maximum and mini-

ln these single trials was .72 gra., and the least .16 gra.

or the variation was less than one gra of the amount of

water absorbed by the wheat. However, one oust determine

if these errors are significant, or if more trials are

necessary in order to obtain sufficient accuracy. In order

to make this clear It will be necessary to find the devia-

tion from the average, and also its ratio to the probable

error. The largest deviation fro the average of each four

trials was .465 gm., and for the ten minutes it was .065

gm., which is very small. The ratio of deviation to probuble

error should be less than three if an experiment does not

need more trials for reliable information. To determine the

probable error, it is first necessary to calculate the

standard deviation of the point binomial uaing the formula

SrHriipq , where S Is the standard deviation of the point

bl onial, n is the number of trials and p is the probability

of accuracy, while q is the probability of Inaccuracy.

The probability of a complete set of compound events

may be illustrated by tossing up a coin. The probability

that heads will turn up during a number of trials will be

o fifty-fifty chance — or p and q each will be equal to .5.

The same is true with experimental work. One has a fifty-

fifty chance of accuracy on each test.
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Mm slnoe the probable error Is equal to .6745 times

the standard deviation of the point binomial, the probable

error la equal to .6745 f.5 x .5n or .3375 rS". Substituting

1/3 for .33725 , we have the probable error equal to l/3fa~.

The probable error then equ Is 1/3 r4~or .667 , while the

largest deviation from the average Is the difference from

the average and the trial farthest away Ifeva the average.

The ratio of deviation to probable error is found by divid-

ing the deviation by its probable error. This ratio of the

deviation from the mean to Its probable error is less than

one in all eases, as shown In the last column of Table I.

In fact, the largest ratio is .7 for the 4t) minutes of

soaking the grain, which Indicates very good experimental

results. Consequently, the data obtained under these

experimental conditions may be considered reliable.

This data shows t' at In ten lnutes at room tempera-

tures, the wheat had taken up 6.8 per cent of its original

weight In water. In thirty dnutes it had gained 10.33 per

cent of Its original weight. Tnis is not three times the

•mount absorbed In ten minutes, but is an average of .17 of

one per cent per minute after the first ten inutos. We

notice that in the next ten minutes it gains in a similar

ratio, but as the time increased the amount of water absorbed

decreased in proportion. In other words, wheat immersed in



IS
water absorbs It rapidly at first, thereafter as the length

of time Increases the amount of water absorbed gradually

decreases, that is, as the wheat becomes filled with water,

the rate of absorption diminishes. At the end of fifteen

hours it had gained 46.46 per cent of its original weight,

or nearly all the water possible for it to h

Tests were also :.ade to ascertain the influence that

temperature has upon the rate of water penetration. Experi-

ments were conducted, heating and cooling wheat and water

to given temperatures before imnersln-- the wheat 1 the

water. The following temperatures were used: 6° 27? 40? 60$

and 80°C . Time of immersion was v. rled at the lower temper-

atures from Just dipping the wheat Into the water to soaking

it fox 48 hours. For the higher temperatures it was not

over such long periods, but In all eases the wheat

hosted or cooled to teixperature of the water before

submerging. The length of ti-.e for inversion recorded was

from the time the wheat was submerged until It was taken

from the water bath. The cups holding the wheat were then

Immediately plfeed in the centrifuge and whirled. The

figures in Table II are the averages from four determinations.

The instant dipping trial was done to determine the

amount of water that would cling *o the grain. Just how

much of this entered the interior of the grain is Impossible

to say, but the samples showed over four per cent gain in
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weight. The 10 soconds Immersion shows only a slight in-

crease in gain of wator over the instant dipping, although

the average for the various temperatures is one-half per

cent greater. Ko material increase is noted at the higher

temperatures for the short periods of tliae, which indicates

that temperature effect is very snail on the amount of

water absorbed when the time is short. If we apply the ratio

of the deviation from the v.ean to the probable error in the

analysis and comparison of this data we find that the

temperature does - ot enter into the results until the grain

has soaked more than 2 minutes. Our comparison of the

deviation from the mean to the probable error is only .86

for instant dip-ing, but at 2 minutes soaking its ratio is

. ; at 5 minutes soaking it is 6.12. This shows that after

2 minutes soaking there is a marked difference in the

effect of temperature upon the rate of absorption of water

by the grain. £>lnce the ratio will increase with the time

of soaking it was not calculated for the rest of the data.

Table II also shows that the wheat absorbed 5.6 gm. of

water in 2 minutes at 6°C, w lie at 80°C. 9 gm. was

absorbed, or 3.4 gm. more, due to the higher temperature.

The wheat at 80°C. absorbed its laxiraum amount of water in

40 minutes; at 60°C. it took 2 hours; at 40°C 8 hours;

while at 27°C. (a little above average room temperature) it

took 24 hours, and at 6°). the maxirrxmi was not reached in
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48 hours. This shows that heat plays an lnportant part

in the rate at which water will penetrate the wheat, at

least when the amount of water is large. The surface ten-

sion of the water is reduced by warming and thus it will

penetrate much more rapidly. For exa. pie, place a few

drops of cold water on a board, then put an equal amount of

warm or hot water on the sane board, and note how much

more readily the warm or hot water soaks into the board.

The same is true of wheat, as shown In this experiment.

Some people believe that wheat is surrounded by a non-

permeable meatorane, but if it were, as is the case of white

clover seed, it would not absorb water. Because white

clover seed floes not germinate readily, it was thought by

scow people that the seed was oor, out it was found that

the slow germination was due to the non-permeable membrane

covers the grain. After scarifying ttoe seed nearly

all of it would germinate, '.".heat does rot need to be

scarified to enable moisture to coos into contact with the

endosporra, as water can be absorbed very readily through

the bran coat, germination taking place in twenty-four to

forty-eight hours time if there is sul'fioient moisture and

the temperature is suitable.



Coating Wheat with Shellac to Determine where the Water
Enters the Berry

An experiment was conducted to find out If water

enters the wheat kernol nore easily at one place than

another. Head aar.ples of Kanred w eat were obtained. Bach

grain wee picked frora the head separately ao that the bran

coat, or any non-permeable membrane, that night surround the

kernels would not be scratched. This wheat was divided

Into four lots, one used as a check sample; ona shellacked

on the germ; one on the bruah end, and one on the hack of

the grain. In each case approximately equal parts of the

wheat surface was cowered. After the shellac had dried,

each sa .pie was* welched and then placed between wet layers

of anslln which was first soaked In Tater, then wrunr; to

remove excess moisture. This wheat was removed for weigh-

ing at the following Intervals: 1, 2, 4, 6, and 24 hours.

As soon as ta xr fro •-. the wet muslin the kernels were

placed between blotters to remove surface water, then they

were weighed, and placed again between the wet cloth.

ater was added at Intervals^ to the cloths in order to

keep the moisture uniform during the experiment. Table III

shows the per cent gain In these samples for the various

periods of time.
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Table III "ater penetration through different parte of
bran eoat showing the per cent gain.

Sample ours
:1" : 4 6 1

Cheek ; 5.8: 8.5 : 13.8 : 18.4 • 40.0

Shellac on brush 1 6.3: 9.3 : 14.1 : 20.8 37.8

Shellac on back 1 4.5: 6.9 : 10. 14.1 32.0

Shellac on gem : 4.1: 6.2 9.3 : 12.6 29.7

At one hour of soaking the wheat treated with shellac

on the brush absorbed 6.3 per cent moisture, while the

check aaiple absorbed only 5.8 per cent. The grain treated

with shellac on the germ absorbed 4.1 per cent, and that

treated on the back gained 4.3 per cent. The fact that the

absorption in the kernels whose brush ends were covered

with shellac was as great as the check sanple which was

without shellac on any part, shows that very little if any

absorption took plaeie through the brush end. This state-

uent will not hold for kernels whieh have been threshed or

scoured. The kernels shellaeked on germ or back absorbed

less water than those shellacked on brush end. In fact very

little difference is noticed in the samples shellacked on

germ or on the back. The theory advanced by some
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people that water enters onl i the germ does not

hold in the face of these figures, and it oust be admitted

that water enters the grain throughout the whole bran eoat.

The non absorption through the brush end to hand plucked

kernels is probi ly due to the film of air held by the

fine wheat hairs, or to the increased resistance doe to

the excess friction*

Rate of '.Vater Absorption in Tesjpering rheat.

later is added to wheat in tempering for two reasons:

to make the bran eoat tougher, and to mellow the endosperm.

These will be considered in this experiment, xhe experi-

ments already given show that the water enters the wheat

kernel rather rapidly, and the rate ia increased by higher

temperatures. In tempering, the water is applied in a man-

ner altogether different fro;.; that of immersing the wheat

In water as used in the above experiments. Although the

fundamental principles In regard to absorption are similar,

whether it enters as rapidly in the proeesa of to .-.poring

is a question to be answered* Also we need to determine

if all that is necessary in tempering is merely distri-

buting the water through the berry. fchile the amount of

water is couspio-atively small, yet the absorption may be

just as complete. Whether more of this water is absorbed

by the bran than by the endosperm must also be determined,



also how much of this water is lost during the tampering

process.

Presumably a certain amount or absorption of a

chemical nature takes place duri: g the process of tenpe:

This may help change the physical texture of the endosperm.

This part of the problem is not considered in this paper*

Such absorption would have an effect on the colloidal

behavior of the flour and on the baklr,g qualities.

The rate of absorption in tempering for various

periods may be determined by adding a definite amount of

water to a weighed quantity of wheat of known moisture con-

tent, and determining the moisture In the cracked wheat,

bran, and various sized middlings.

for tails experiment a uniform lot of Turkey wheat of

a known moisture content was used. It was first cleaned

on a small experimental separator, then scoured on a small

Eureka experimental scourer. For each test 600 gn. of

wheat was plaeed in each of three half gallon Kason jars.

Enough water was added to bring the moisture content up to

per cent as determined by drying at 130°C. for one

hour and 15 minutes, which gives approximately 1.25 per

cent more moisture than by the Brown Duvel method. There-

fore by niwannn raetfcods the wheat had 15.5 per cent

moisture which is considered optimum. The periods of

tempering were 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 hours, and the ti. e
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of tenpering was so ro;;ulated that the wheat could be

ground at the expiration of the period aet for each sample.

This experiment was conducted during the winter -loutha

when a relatively low temperature could be maintained with

a humidity of about 60 per cent, '-he evaporation la not

as great under these conditions as it is at higher tempera-

tures, even with higher humidities.

Five hundred grams of the tenpored wheat was usod for

milling, and the rest for moisture determination on each

ample of wheat milled, ihe wheat was first passed through

the break rolls set at .028 inches apart, which corresponds

to our first break, and then iuaediately passed through the

rolls at .COG inches apart, corresponding to our third

break grinding. Then the sample was sifted innediately,

taking leas than 5 minutes fro-,-: the time grinding waa

started until aifting was completed. Thla Insured only

a small loss In weight due to evaporation of noisture.

Thar* was also a possibility of a small mechanic;.! loss.

The following stack of sieves were used during sifting:

24 wire, 50 G.G. and 70 C.G. rhe stocks as well as the

rtteat were weighed on a balance sensitive to 0.1 gm.

For room toaperatures the aason jars were kept In the

milling room. For the higher temperature tho jara were put

in a specially made box with a thermostatic control, and
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for tempering at 6°C. the samples were kept In the large

refrigerating room of the Dairy depart .ent. The wheat

was adjusted to these to ;$>eratare 3 before the te goring

water was a:dod, and kept at that temperature daring Use

entire tempering period. Howetve
, illing was done at

room temperature which varied between 14 and 17°c.

In performing experiments of this nature it is diffi-

cult to control or distinguish between the losses from

evaporation and those due to the meehsnieal operation. The

total loss during the milling and sifting operations can be

obtained by adding the weights of the different stocks and

subtracting the son from the weight of the original wheat

ground, which was 500 gm. Table XV shows an example of

the experimental data obtained for each tempering period.

Prom all the data obtained as shown in Table IV the

averages of the three trials were computed in each case,

and Tables V and VI give the averages. The figures in

Table V show the weight of the products obtained in the

process of grinding these samples, the length of tempering

period, the temperature of tempering, temperature and

relative humidity of the room in which the samples were

ground; also the gain or loss during grinding and weighing.



Table IV A wubp
for each te

:ental data obtained
Lod.

o
Tempering time one hour, temperature 18 C.

oi "at of wheat 600 gm. "-ater added 20 cc.

ire humidity CI.
Slight of *heat after tonpc:

a. 620 gm.
b. .

C. 620 go.

Sa-.-ple

:

1*1
kwt M .

Over : Over : Through: Sum: Lost
70 G.C. 70

a :

h
c :

500 :

500 :

500 :

221.5 :

229.0 :

229.95:

160.0 :

160.0 :

159.7 :

... | .3.8 -.491.2 : 8.8
55.5 : 54.0 :498.5: 1.5
52.8 : ~2.8 :464.3a 5.2

Average 159.9 54.8 :494.&

a
b
c

: 16.73
^.98

: 16.93

Per cent Moisture

17.55
18.24

L6«9Si
10.30:
10. "7:

16.15
16.42
6.24

16.68
16.46
16.37

Average 16.38 : 17.76: 16.15: 16.27 16.50



The three tenperatares at which the wheat was tempered were

6 C, 13°C. and 40°C. The nean room temperature during the

grinding was 16° when Grinding the cheat tempered at

temperatures higher or lower thar thit of the room, and 18°

for the wheat tempered at room temperature. The mean

relative humidity waa 60, f 64 per eent res octively.

The lose which is shown in tho last aaftaeaa of "Table V.

is vory snail in all cases. The mean loss for the 6°C

tempered wheat was 1.0 gn. or 0.2 p&f eent; for the 18°C.

it was 3.1 gn, or 0.62 per cent, and for the 40°C tenpered

wheat It was 6«5 gnu, or 1.3 per eent, or the loss lncr ased

wltii the temperature of the wheat daring tempering as these

samples were not cooled before rri. ding. This shows the

greater part of the lose was due to evaporation, end that

^ehanieal los-es wore s-nall.

The mean weights show that as the temperature for

tempering was inoroE^ed, sore of the fine products were

obtained and fewer of the coarse, r.e will consider the

overs of the 50 C-.G. as aisings, the overs of the 70 . .

as coarse middl'nga, and the thro-ighs of the 70 CO. as fine

middlings. The average a-ount of fine middlings nrodv.oed by

teaajering at the low temperature of 6°C was 51.2 gn.; at

13°C 56.8 gn., and at 40°C 63.2 gm. The ave*-*ge anoint of

coarse middlings produced by tempering at 6°C. was 53 gm.,

at 18°C. 56.3 gm., and at 40°C. it wr.s 60.7 gm. This shows
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a constant Increase In coarse and fine middlings when

tttnperlng at higher temperatures. The mean amount of sis*

lngs obtained when tempering at 6°C. was 160 gm. t at 18°C.

157.1 gm., and 40°C. 146.4 ga. This shows a constant

decrease In sizings as the teriperature was increased during

tampering. The mean ar.iount of bran and endosperm left in

contact was at 6°C. 254.9 gm., at 18°C. 826.7 gn., and at

40°C. 223.2 gm. This indicates that temperature helps

mallow the endosperm and toughen the bran.

The length of time used in tempering showed a marked

effect at 6°C, since wit I the longer time of tempering

mora slsing, coarse and fine middlings ware produced. This

effect la also slightly noticeable for the wheat tempered

at 18°C, but at 40°C. no differences could be detected in

the weight of products. Tills means that the desired effect

of the tempering water Is produced in a much shorter time

at higher temperatures.

Table TI shows the figures for the moisture content of

wheat, the overs and throughs of the sieves for the

different samples. These samples were taken as soon as

possible after grinding and placed in air tight bottles

where they were kept until the moisture tests were made.

These figures are the average from each of the three samples

milled. The data show that the moisture content of the

31
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whsat samples was rather uniform. They also show that In

all eases the bran contained a larger per cent of moisture

than the endosperm. In fact, in every case the Moisture

content of the bran was greater than that of the wheat. At

the lowest temperature of 6°C, the nolsture content of the

sizlngs was less than that of the finer

indicates that the moisture was not evenly distributed

through the interior of the grain. After two hours at 18°C.

the yjoisture seemed to be evenly distributed throughout

the endosperm, as shown by the rioieture content of the

sizlngs and cparse and fine middlings. At 40°f!. a fairly

uniform distribution was fourin at one hour, as Indicated by

moisture content of sizings, coarse and fine middlings.

The following conclusions may be drawn fren the

experiments with the rate of water penetration of wheat:

1. The wheat kernel is :-.ot enclosed in a non permeable

membrane, but absorbs water freely through the entiie bran

surface.

2. The bran coat has a greater affinity for water

than the endosperm of the wheat.

3. Temperature influences the rate at which wator may

enter the wheat.

4. At 13°C. or above, the water had penetrated the

wheat kernel in 2 hours, and was evenly distributed through-

out the endosperm.
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The effects of temperature on wheat tampering were

studied first on the smell experimental still for the

economic reason that it could be attacked from many more

angles at less expense. The disposal of the products manu-

factured did not enter into th<; question as they were

easily blended in with other i roducts on the large mill.

The problem, Influence of teraporature on wheat tampering was

attacked from five angles on the ami.11 mill.

The effect of tenperature and length of tempering

period on the distribution of grinding, as measured by the

per cent of extraction do o by each break roll in the

process of separating the endosperm from the bran.

2. The effect of temperature and the length of temper-

ing period on the amount of sizings and middlings produced.

3. The effect of temperature and the length of

tempering period on the amount of break flour produced by

the different breaks.

4. The effect of tenperature and the length of te por-

ing period on the ash content of the different break flours.

5. The effect of temperature and the length of temper-

ing period on the amount of power required to separate the

bran fro:.: the endosperm duri .g the breaking process.
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A lot of well-blended, hard red winter wheat of a known

moisture oontent was used for those experiments. The wheat

was cleaned and scoured before weighing oat portions for

each test. For each test 1000 gnu of wheat was placed in

tin cans with tight lids. Enough water was added to bring

the t^oisture content up to 15.5 per cent as determined by

the la-own Duvel ethod. The periods of temperin, were ;»i.

1, 2, 4, 6, and 16 hours, and the time of tempering was so

regulated that the wheat could be billed at the expiration

of the tempering period set for each test, a relative

humidity of approximately 50 per cent varying only one or

two per cent, was kept during the entire experiment, and a

temperature of approximately 27°C. was maintained.

For the room temperature, 27°C», the cans were kept

in the milling room. Nt the higher temperature the cans

were kept in a specially made box with a thermostatic con-

trol. The wheat was adjusted to these temperatures before

the tempering water was added, and the temperature maintained

constant during the entire tempering process. However, the

milling was done at roo-i temperature which varied between

25°C, ssnd 28°C.

The samples were ground on an experi ental mill

equipped with a pair of C by 6 inch rolls, corrugated with

• modified juawson cut. differential of 2j to 1 was used

for grinding, and a eonstant feed was maintained on these
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rolls for each individual break. The mill was driven by a

three horse power motor which gawe ample power at all timee

during the tests, fcince accuracy in setting the rolls was

irtant an instrument was made which nagnifled the move-

ment of the rolls sixteen times. The distance used between

the roll* for the different break settings was first .028

inch, second .012 inch, third .006 inch, and fourth .002

inch. These were kept constant in all the different tests

The ground sample was sifted on an experimental sifter

which is equipped with ar. autcuratic time regulator. The

action of this sifter Is similar to the action of the sifter

on the large mill, and the rots Its were comparative since

all samples were sifted the same length of time, two

minutes. The cloth used in each ease was similar to those

used on the large four break automatic mill as shown in

Table VII.

Table VII Cloth used in experimental sifter.

Break 1 Break 2 1 peak a .
] real: •

20 Wire ire 24 ire . 18 '..ire
32 " 32 " 36 " 26 "

50 C. . SO < . . 54 G.G. . 44 "

70 f 70 1 72 • 70 '

. .

13 12 XX M • 13 XX
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The overs of each sieve wore weighed on a Torsion

balance sensitive to .01 gm., and the per cent calculated

the basis of the original sample of 1000 gm. In other

words by moving the decimal point one pi .ce to the left in

the weight column it will give the per cent of the original

sample.

The milling of the Wheat for each tempsrature and pi

od of tempering was done in duplicate, and repeated whan

a variation indicated error in one sample or the othe^. The

weights for the overs and break flour for the duplicate

trials were averaged and the averages taken as the overs and

braak flour for that particular test. The ash determina-

tions of the break flour were made on composite samples of

the duplicate tests for each individual break. Table VIII

is a sample of the data collected from which the following

tables were oadej.

Results of Kxperiment

The effeet of temperature and the length of tempering

period on the distribution of grinding as measured by the

per eent extraction done by each breuk roll in the process

of separating the endosperm from the bran is shown in

Table IX, while Table X shows the total extraction produced

on each break.



Table VIII Data collected on wheat tempered at 40 C.

Moisture In wheat 13 par cant.
oisture at rolla 15.8 per

Relative humidity 51 per
cent.

.
c:ieve:Vei el^ht of tAverage: Power kilowatt*

o . first second weight
sample sample

1st. freak SO Vr.

32 .

OOG.Orf
7oao.
U3Q
Hour

2nd. Break

3rd. Break

20 V,

I mm
70G.C.u
Flour

54 CjGj
72C .U:
12XX :

Flour

:

4th. i-reak

772
87
62
37
32
6

365
86
172
68
55
19

243
16
28
30
33
8

: 777 77'^

: 84 8P.5 :

: 60 61.5 :

i 35 36.0 :

: 32 32.0 :

4 5.0 :

: 340 352. R :

: 74 30.0 :

: 185 178.5 :

: 83 75.5 :

: 65 60.
: 24 21.5 :

: 232 : 237.5 :

: 16 • 16.0 :

: 22 : 25.0 :

: 26.5 B.
: 32 32.5 !

: 10 9.0 j

165 145 155.0 :

2C . 30 39 37.5 i

M . 14 1. 14.5 :

70GjG. 11 9 10.0 :

15 14 14.5 i

Flour | 2 2.0 :

1st. trial 180
2nd trial 160
Average T7TT

1st. trial 00
2nd. trial 80
Averc e 80

let. trial 60
2nd. trial 50
Average 55

1st. trial 40
2nd. trial 30
fcawiwgH
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Table IX Per cent »xtractlon on the dl ferent breaks.

Temperature
°C.

Length of tenpor ;o :.i-g.

: i : 1 : 2 : 4 : 6 : 16

Flrat Break
27 :20.5 :20.3:20.0 :21.8 :20.0 :22.0 : 22.3
40 :22.5 :20. 5:24.0 :21.0 :20.6 J20.7 ; 21.5
GO :23.7 :23.5:24.5 :23.5 :23.8 :20.0 : 22.3
60 :13.3 :21.3:17.5 :15.6 :16.3 :16.0 : 15.8

veruco :20.0 :21.4:21.7 :20.3 :20.2 :19.7 • 20.5
Largeat Deviation: 6.7 : 2.1: 4.2 : 4.7 : 3.9 : 3.7 j 4.7

Second I reak
27 :38.0 :39.7:39.7 :40.0 :59.0 :38.0 : 36.5
40 : 42. ii :41.3:35.0 :33.7 :36.6 :36.2 : 38.7
50 :38.0 :37.5:39.0 :36..r :35.o :33.8 : 39.2
60 :44.2 :34.2:36.8 :34.7 :37.5 :36.0 : 40.0

Average :40.o :33.2:37.6 :36.2 :37.2 :37.2 : 38.6
Largost ueviatSor : 3.6 1 4.0: 2.6 : 3.8

Third Break

: 1.2 : 2.1

27 :16.0 : 16.0: 15.3 :14.2 :17.5 :14.3 : 16.0
40 :11.5 :10.7:14.0 :16.5 :14.6 :16.5 : 15.2
50 :13.8 :13.8:11.5 :15.0 :14.1 :14.2 : 12.8
60 :16.3 :14. 5:15.8 :20.8 :lo.7 :19.5 : 17.2

Average :14.4 : 13.8: 14.4 tl6.6 sl5.7 :1G.1 : 15.6Largeat Deviation : 2.9 : 3.1: 2.9 : 4.2 : 1.8

Fourth Break

: 3.4 : 2.8

27 : 9.5 G.G : 9.5 : 9.0 :12.0 : 11.5
40 : 8.2 9.8 :10.1 :10.4 :10.0 : 9.7
50 :11.4 -.11.6:10.0 :10.5 :10.8 :10.6 : 11.8
60 :10.2 :12.3:11.0 :13.0 :11.8 :12.8 : 10.8

Average : 9.3 :10.7:10.1 :10.7 ;10.5 :11.4 : 11.0
Largeat DevialiTn: 1.6 : l.u: .9 : 2.3 : 1.5 : 1.4 : 1.3
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Table X Total extraction at various temperaturea.

Temperature
°C.

.Length of temper lioura

16

27

40

50

60

.e •§.

Largest Ltevaitr'on

84.0: 85.5 :35.4 :85. . :86.3 :36.S

84.4: 82.0 :82.8 :01.3 :32.2 :33.4 :85.1

86.9: 86.4 :85.0 :85.5 84.2 :33.6 :8S.l

84.C: 82.3 :81.1 :84.1 :82.3 :84.3 :83.8

84.8: 34.1 :33.C :34.1 :33.6 :S4.4 :35.3

2.1: 2.3 : 2.5 : 2.8 : 1.9 : 1.9 : 1.5
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In catering the effect of temperature on the first

break extraction, Table IX shows that as the temperature ma
Increased the per cent extraction decreased for til differ-

ent lengths of temper longer than
jjj hour. The second and

third breaks do not show any direct trend, the fluctuation

Is within the error due to mechanical operation. For the

higher temperature fourth break shews that the bran and

endosperc, did not separate In the former breaks as readily

as at the lower temperatures.

The total extraction of middlings as produced by all

four breaks, Table X, shows no decided trend in the amount

of middlings produced as the temperature was Increased or

es the length of tho tempering period was extended. The

largest deviation from the average at any tempering period

was 2.8 per eent at 40°C. tempered 2 hours.

The effect of temperature and the length of tempering

period on the amount of different size middlings produced

is shown In Table XX. The overs of the 32 and 36 wire

waa considered aa sisings; the overs of the 50 and 54 grit

gause as eoarae middlings; the overs of the 70 and 72 grit

gause as medium middlings; and the overs of watt 12 and 13 XX

silk as fine middlings. The amount of sir.lngo and aedltan

middlings did not vary lr. any direct trend but only had a

slight fluctuation at 27°C. The aaount of ooarse diddling*

decreased slightly with the increased tempering period,



Table XI Influence of time and temperature on size of
Middlings.

Length of tesper hours.
Taoqpgrature

i

: t THP 4 1 6
;

is

Siziii a

27
40
50
60

: 208
: 182
: 210
: 183

: 200 : 192 : 181
: 170 : 195 : 160
: 184 : 170 : 163
: 174 : 141 : 135

noarae "iddlinca

190
150
160
126

: 197
: 151
: 132
: 120

:203
:146
:146
:118

27
40
50
60

! 270
265
227
248

: 268 : 267 : 264
: 254 : 223 : 220
: 239 : 243 -

t 220 : 213 : 191

Heditsn iddlings

1

259
223
229

: 256
222
229
192

:252
•223
231
191

27
40
50
60

145
150

148

: 145 : 149 : 154
: 147 : 140 : 150
: 147 : 152 : 153
: 144 : 157 : 145

Pine Middling*

;

Mtf
157
152
155

140
157
156
165

138
173
160
162

27
40
50
60

114
135
126
135

: 116 : 125 : 126
: 142 : 149 : 155
: 142 i 146 t 152
: 149 : 167 : 185 :

125
163
152 •

172 •

123

159
192

124
173
160
195



while the •mount of fine lalddlln^a had a slight increase

with the longer tempering periods. At the higher tainpera-

tures the amount of aizi>i~s and coarse middlings decreased

with the temperature and longer tempering periods, while

the amount of fine middlings increased with the temperature

and length of tempering pariod. As the temperature is

increased the endosperm becomes inellow in a shorter time and

similar results are produoed la a longer period of temper-

ing at a lower temperature.

the effect of teiaparature and the length of tempering

period on aaount of break flour produced by the different

breaks is shown In Table XII. The higher temperatures

seemed to nut down the amount of break flour produced on

first break. The long tampering periods produced more break

flour on second and third breaks due to the mellowness of

the endosperm. The amount of flour produced on fourth

break followed no direct trend.

The quality of the break flours was measured by

determining the ash content which is given in Table XIII.

The ash content of the first break flour fluctuated so

great that no comparison can be made* However, the ash

content of second break flour was lower at the higher

temperatures and after | hour showed no direct trend. The

short teiiper of £ hour had a higher ash content than



Table XII Amount of break floui • produced

'

Tamperattire

Length of tempei BMN
h : 1 . 2 . « . 6 !6

*

First , reek
27 : 6.0 : 5.0 : 7.5 7.0 6.0 : 7.5 : 9.5
40 : 5.0 : 4.5 : 7.0: 4.5 : 3.8 : 5.0 6.5
50 : 6.5 : 8.0 : 7.5: 7.5 : 8.0 : 6.0 i 6.5
60 : 2.0 : 3.C : 2.1,: . : 1.8 : 1.0 • 1.5

Average : 4.9 : 6.3 : 6.1: 5.3 : 5.8 : 4.9 ' 6.0
Largest Deviation : 2.9 : 2.8 : 3.6: 3.3 : 4.0 : 3.9 4.5

econd Break
27 S18.5 :18.0 :19.5:22.0 :19.0 :20.0 16.5
40 :21.5 :20.0 :19.0:17.0 :22.0 :21.0 .

50 •17.0 :22. . 23.8 :22.5 :25.5 31.8
60 :20.b :16.0 :20.0:20.0 :25.0 :24.5 36.3

Average .19.4 :19.1 :20.8:20.7 :22.1 :22.8 28.3
Largest Deviation 2.1 : 3.4 : 1.8: 3.1 : 3.1 : 2.8 11.8

Third Break
27 13.5 :13.0 tl3.5:14.5 :12.0 :12.0 15.0
40 . : 8.5 :13.5:13.8 :13.0 :17.5 18.0
50 13.0 :15.5 : 12.0:10.0 :16.0 :10.0 16.3
60 14.5 :12.5 :15.0:25.0 :18.5 . 23.5

verage 12.5 :12.4 :13.5:17.3 IsW :17.8 13.2
Largest Deviation 3.5 : 3.9 : 1.5: 7 .U : 3.6 : 5.8 : 5>5

Fourth Break

27 5.5 : 5.0 : 3.0: 4.5 : 7.5 :10.0 : 8.0
40 2.0 : 3.5 : 5.5: 4.8 : 5.8 : 3.8 : 3.5
50 5.0 : 5.3 : 2.5: 3.5 : 4.8 : 5.5 : 6.5
60 3.5 : 5.0 : 4.0: 5.0 : 4.5 : 5.5 : 3.5

Average 4.0 : 4.7 : 3.8: 4.5 : 5.1 : 6.2 : 5.4
LargeBt Devaition : .0 : 1.2 : 1.7: 1.0 : 2.4 : 3.8 : 2.6
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the longer tempers. 'ihlrd break had the lowest ash at

four hours teoper In all eases except at 60°C. In wieh the

one hour temper was the lowest for that temperature. The

ash content of the fourth break flour avowed no direct

trends but a general fluctuation.

The effect of temperature and the length o tempering

period on the amount of power In kilowatts required to

separate the bran from the endosperm durin, the breaking

process, is shown in Table XIV. The first break w. ieh

breaks the grain open, req\&red more than twice the azaount

of power than was used in an; of the other breaks. At the

higher temperatures it took nearly three tl.ies aa much

power as used on second break. The 1 hour temper at 27°C.

required 190 kilowatts, and for the 16 hour tewper 295

kilowatts; at 60°C. the 1 hour tenper used 200 kilowatts,

and the 16 hour temper required 335 kilowatts. On the

throe regaining breaks the powor requirements did not show

any trends. The second break required approximately 80

kilowatts; third break 60 kilowatts j fourth break 50

kilowatts.

The lower temperatures did not show any material

difference in the po*ier requireiient, but the higher tempera-

tures at longer periods of tempee showed marked incroased

amount of power required to open the grain.
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Table XIII Aah In break flour.

1 r,en£t-i oi' temper hours
Temperature

: H h-- 1: 4 : 6 . 16

First Break

27 : .77: ..7c : .69: .71 :.78 : .74
40 : .70: ,67:.71 : .67: . :.66 .76
50 • .66: .63:.81 : .65: .72 :.68 : .72
60 : .68: .80: .71 :.76 : .67

econd Break

27 . : .57: .60 :.G1 : .60
40 .60: .59:. 58 .60: .54 :.59 .58
50 .62: .55:.57 .56: .54 :.55 .56
60

T]

.61: .55:.55

lira Break

.56: .56 :.57 .56

27 .60: ,65:. 56 .59: .54 :.60 .54
40 .68: .63:.62 .62: .58 :.61 .66
50 .66: .62:. 60 .60: .58 . .63
60

I

.62:.59

'ourth Break

.60: .62 .70

27 .72: .83:.80 .79: .64 :.69
40 .92: ,7i: . .76: .7o :.79 .88
50 .87:.82 .90: .82 :.79 .86
60 .83. .80:.80 .84: .80 :.33 .90



Table XIV Power uced in grlndlr^, kilowatt hours.

Temperature

length of r.eiiper hours

I 16

27
40
50
60

First iS.:-eak

17.-: 170 : 100 : 200 : 210 : S00 : 220
170: 160 : 220 : 210 : 230 : 250
190: 245 : 210 : 230 : 27 r

. : 265 : 295
165: 255 : 200 : 190 : 340 : 300 : 335

Second Break

27
40
50
60

80
80
75
70

75 :

70 s

80 :

70 :

35 :

60 :

95 :

80
75
70
65

93
70
80
80

96
65
75
80

100
80
85
90

Third Break

27
40
50
60

55: 50
55: 35
65: 70
60: 55

60
60
40
55

55
55
60
65

60
50
57
GO

60
65
55
65

66
90
65
70

Fourth Break

27
40
50
60

55:
35:
75:
50:

60
40
GO
50

: 55 50 : 60 : 70 :

: 50 40 : 50 : 55 :

: 50 65 : 75 : 58 :

: 50 45 : 60 : 55 :

56
45
75
60
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LARGE HILL EXPERT KHTS

A few tests were co: ducted on the large experimental

mill In order to check the results obtained on the email

mill for the effect of tenpsrature during tempering in the

conditioning of wheat for milling. Ten to 15 bushel

staples of dark hard winter wheat were used in these tests.

In two of these tests a high quality wheat of the

1929 crop was used. This wheat graded number two dark hard

winter hawing a uoisture content of 12 per cent. Two

tests were nade from a blend of half 1929 wheat, and the

other half a weak 1928 wheat which contained heat damaged

and weevil eaten kernels. This latter wheat had 13 per

cent uoisture. Two tests were , ;ade on number two dark

hard winter wheat bought frora export grain in Calvestor.,

Texas. The one sample was heuted to CO°C. for steriliza-

tion, then both were shipped to Kansas i. tate Agricultural

College for milling.

hen conducting- these tests a 5 bushel sample was

milled before starting tho test in order to get the i ill

Jji proper workin£ condition. The sample under observation

was then milled. The length of tempering period was 3

hours in all eases eliainating this variable.

Tempering wae done at three different temperatures in

addition to room temperatures Sound wheat was heated to



44°CL for three horirs during tempering; a blend of sound

wheat and damaged wheat was cooled to 12°C, and tempered

for three hours at that temperature; export wheat sterilized

by heatlnc to 60°C. for five minutes was tempered at 24°C.

lor each of the three cases similar wheat wee tempered at

24°C. or roan temperature and milled for comparison.

The Bamo system of cleaning was used in all tests -

receiving separator, milling separator, Oarter disc,

horizontal scourer, heater (when used), and a dampener.

The wheat was then placed in Specially constructed tank

in which the tenperature could be maintained as that at the

time of tempering* At the end of the tempering period it

was scoured and then run through a cooler, cooling to 24°C.

just before going to the break rolls. The humidity control

was started two hours before starting tlie mill in order to

have the temperature and humidity constant before grinding

the preliminary sample.

The breaks and reduction rolls were set during the

grinding of the preliminary sample and not changed during

the experi ent with the exception of a few of the reduction

rolls which heated and formed rings on the rolls.

The effect of temperature on wheat during tempering was

studied by the following measurements: Sample* were caught

under the break rolls and sifted on a Kotomatic sifter to

determine the per cent extraction and else of middlings
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produced as determined by the weights of the over* of the

various sieves used in sifting, iihe power used for grinding

was determined by the. use of a wattmeter connected to the

motor which drove the rolls. The various flour streams were

caught for 1C nlnutes, weighed, and bottle samples taken

for iso .sture and ash determinations. Saraples of the

patent and clear flour were taken for moisture and ash

determinations, and baking tests were made on the patent

flour for comparisons.

Kesults of large Mill Experiments

the samples caught for aifting to determine the per

cent extraction and sice of middlings were t*ken frora both

ends of the break roll under observation, and without

allowing the sampling pan to run over as the coarse stock

wo Id roll off the pan and the fine material sift down

among that already in pan. The weighing of all serples

and overs of the various sieves was done en a torsion

balance sensitive to one tenth of a gram. The sifting

of sauplee on the aotomatic sifter was done on a stack of

sieves similar to that used on the large mill for each

break. Two minutes time was allowed for sifting as was

done In connection with the work done on the experimental

mill. After each slftlrv; the overs of each sieve and the
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break flour were weighed anfl from those weights the per

cent overs of each sieve and the break flour were determined.

In Table XV are the data obtained when siftliv; samples

caught from the wheat that had been tempered at 44°C. In

In column one is shown the cloth used in sifting for each

break. Colucin two gives the weight of the sample caught

and the weight of tho overs of each sieve as wel.1 as the

througns of flour cloth. Column three gives the weight of

wheat necessary to produce the weight of sample caught for

that individual break. Column four shows the per cent

overs of the various sieves and the per cent break flour.

Column five gives the per cent extinction produced on the

Individual bred: .

In the ease of the second and subsequent breaks, the

weight of the wheat required to produce the sarnie taken,

as given in eolumn three, is oonputed by dividing the weight

of the earn le caught by the per oent overs on the top sieve

for the previous break. Tills gives the eorrect value since

in each case the per cent overs is figured on ths basis of

the original wheat, and the overs of the top wire for one

break conetitute the sample which passes to the next

break.

Table XVI gives the per cent extraction made by the

various breaks as determined by the sifting and calculated

as shown in Table XV.



Table XV Data and calculations for wheat tempered
at 44°C.

•1 '

: e:".
]

t

in of
r: MM v.: ;;..t

*r cent: Per cent
overs Extraction

let.
t. of eaaple

20 wire
32 wire
5C •

70 C.G.
15 XX
Flour

323 : 323 100 :

: 2S2 | 78.2:
: 24 : V«4i

23 : 7.1:
: 10 : 3.1:
: 10 : 3.1:
: 2 : .6:

21. -

2nd. Break
t. of sanple

20 wire
32 wire
50 I . .

70 G.G.
12
Flour

3rd. Break
t . of oauple

24 wire
36 wire
60 G.G.
72
12 XX
Flour

3S1
147
29
80
35
30
8

AM 78.2:
34.7:
6.8:

18.8:
8.3:
7.1:
1.9:

: 216 : 680 34.7:
s 134 | 19.8:
: 16 : 2.4:
: 25 : 3.7:
: 15 : 2.2:
: 17 : 2.5:
: 6 : .8:

14.9

4th. ..reak
vrt. of sample
18 wire
26 wire
44 wire
70 G.G.
13 XX
MV

200
UM
32
16
31
14
2

looi 19.8
10.2
3.1
1.6
3.0
1.4
.2

«•!
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Table XVI Per cent extraction on the various breaks.

Kind of
wheat

: Tempering tPlrwtt
tempera t>.ire break
In °C.

Second!
break 1 oa

Bran and
shorts

nixed
I'.ixed i

12
24

:26.4 :

:26.0 :

41.0 :

35.0 :

11.6 :

13.7 :

5.2 :

5.5 :

14.8
19.8

1929
Car

: M
24 :22.0 :

43.5 : 14.9 :

3.2 :

14.9
18.6

Export
Export . 24

:28.4 :

:25.7 : 41.7 :

12.7 :

11.7 : 6.5 :

14.0
':-.-

* Sterilized at GOoc.

In Table XVI the first column shows the type of wheat;

the second column the temperaturo of wheat; columns three,

four, five, and six the per cent extraction on the four

breaks and column seven the bran plus the shorts over the

44 wire on fourth break. The per cent extraction shows no

general trend as' to the amount of endosperm separated from

the bran. The excess amount of bran and shorts In the two

cases Is thought ta be an accidental variation.

The sire of the middlings produce-" -» *«termined by

sifting sample is shown In Table XVII. Table XVII shows

the per cent of different sise middlings and sisin^s pro-

duced by the different samples. The per cent sizings and

middlings were determined from the data tables similar to

Table XV by adding the percentages of similar size products



Table XVII Per cent of different alee middlings.

12
24

; 20.2
: 1C.9 : 24.8

17.C
19.2

15.3:
1 . 3.4

44
24

: 10.

o

: 16.2
: 29.6
1 29.6

16.6
16.0

13.6:
13.1:

3.5
4.6

M»
24

: 23.8
: 21.1

: 32.2
: 31.1

IS.2
13.9

11.3:
12.4:

4.1
4.3

Kind of :Tenpering :Slslngs: Coarse :"ediura :Fine : Flour
wheat temperature mldd- nldd- mldd-

in °:;. linns II&qs lings

Klxed
Kixed

19-JL, :

Car :

Export :

xport :

. terlllzed at 60°:.

from the different breaks. The overs of the 32 and 36 wire

on first, second and third breaks were calculated as

sizlngs; the overs of the 50 and 60 grit gauze on first,

second and third breaks an coarse middlings; the overs of

the 70 and 72 grit gauze on all four breaks as medium

middlings; the overs of the IS and IS XX on all four breaks

as fine middlings; and the throughs of the 18 and 13 XX as

flour. By this method the mellowness of the endosperm

should be Shown. The trials are so few i. number that no

direct comparison can be shown, but the cold wheat soemed

to produce more course middlings than the wheat tempered

at a higher temperature. In the case where the export

wheat was sterilized it shows practically no difference



whan compared to the wheat that had not been heated or

sterilized.

The effect of the temperature on tiie power requirement

la shown by the number of kilowatts used to ;rlnd one

bushel of wheat which Is shown In Table XVIII.

Table XVIII Power required to grind one bushel
of wheat.

55

Kind of
wheat

: Mptstag
temperature

: Kilowatts per bushel
of V

Hlxed
Mixed :

12
24 s

1.32
1.20

1929
Car

* 44
24

•

:

1.29
1.21

Export
Ixport

1 24*
24

: 1.22
1.20

sterilised at 60°C.

This shows that In case of the mixed wheat less power

was used for the wheat tampered at room temperature than

at cooler temperatures. The 1929 wheat required more power

when tempered at 44°C. than at room temperature . This was

also true in case of the export wheat. In explaining these

two trends the cool wheat had not mellowed the endosperm,

which required more power to reduce it into flour. The

higher than roon temperature required more power because

the grain was tougher and the endosperm was slightly sticky

which made it dlffieult to mill.



Table XIX gives the weight of the flour caught fro*

the various flour streams. These sauples were ©aught for

10 minute periods and the wights recorded. The amount

of flour produced in 10 minutes seatiad to vary eonsiderably

lie different parts of the sill, probably due to the

fact that these samples were not nilled on the sue days.

The two export sarplas which were milled one after the

other have almost Identical amounts of total flour for the

10 minute periods, but the various streams have fluctuated

considerably in the different tests, which rakes it

Impossible to form any definite concludions from these

measures. The error due to the short period of time

while the samples were caught was greater than the dlffor-

esee due to a variation in the effect of temperature upon

the amount of flour produced.

In Tables XX and XXI are presented the ash and

moisture determinations of the various flour streams pro-

duced while milling theee different samples. There appears

to be very little difference between the samples tempered

at room temperature or higher, but the sample tempered at

12 C. has lees moisture In the finished products and higher

ash. Both of these are undesirable. Hence, it appears

that wheat tempered at 1S°C. or below will produce a flour

of higher ash and lower niolstui-e content than a flour

at 24°C. or above.
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Table XIX '..sights of flour streams for ten minutes.

Flour
Streams

1x0(1 wheat ::1929 wheat
12°C.: 24°C.::44°C.-

: Kxport wheat
eo°c.- 24°C.

1st. Creak
2nd. Break
3rd. ires!:
4th. Break

Sizing*

725 : 570
950 : 700
780 : 655
725 : 340

:: 312
:: 682
:: 452
:: 157

470
585
575
495

1400 :1175 ::1332 :1105

1st. Middlings : 3800 :395C
2nd. "iddllngs : 4015 :2500
3rd. "Iddllngs : 4945 :5650
4th. Middlings : 6390 :5070
5th. '-lddllnes l 3565 :1450

1st iailings
2nd Tailings

Reel

1405 :1095
3655 :2600

2805 :2700

::2702
: :4065
ti44S0
::272C
!;1887

:: 980
::1710

:3105
:2360
:4315
:3945

tl275
:1730

: 475 : 412
: 615 : 719
: 545 : 397
: 655 : 472

:2020 : 1635

:3770 : 4787
:5055 : 3210
:C295 : 6290
:4165 5 4540
:2520 : 290G

: 1185
:»50

1030
2450

:1502 :2100 :2035 : 2389

Total : 35240 -.28435 :: 22933: 23935 :: 31285 : 31251
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Table XX Ash In the different flour stream*.

Flour : Mixed
128C.

wheat :

24°C. :

1929
14" .. 24°C.

:: liport
1

v: oat

1st. Break : .75 .56 :: .48 : .43 II .67 : .72

2nd. break : .64 .51 :: .40 : .45 :: .61 : .68

3rd. Break : .75 .58 :: .50 : .46 :: .68 : .74

4th. Break 1 .89 .85 :: .68 : .64 :: .84 : .87

Strings : .46 .42 :: .34 : .36 :: .35 : .35

1st. iddllnge : .43 • .41 :: .35 : .37 :: .35 : .36

2nd. Kl- dlln:;s : .44 : .43 :: .36 : .37 :: .34 : .54

3rd. JTlddllnga : .41 : .40 :: . .34 :: .31 : .31

4th Middling* : .43 : .44 :: .36 : .56 :: .36 I .36

5th. Klddlings : .47 : .44 :: .37 : .41 :: .56 : .41

let. Tallin: s : .54 .50 :: .41 t .42 :

:

.45 : .48

2nd. Tailli. : .55 : .51 :: .43 : .47 :: .45 t .51

Reel : .70 : .65 :: .62 | .60 :

:

.66 : .80

Patent : .52 : .43 N .35 : .37 :: .37 : .36

Clear .84 : .65 :: .56 : .54 .63 .73



Tabl« XXX isolator* In different flour atram*.

1 1 m .a

BN 1920 whattt
4*°C: 34°C.:

MM
' .

»' tu t

lat. iiraaJt

and. BMMk

4th. OfMk

riming*

lat. iddllnca

3rd. BlaUUaga

4th. Middling*

50a. Middling*

lat. Tailing*

2nd. Jailing*

Ml
Pat*nt

Mm

i 14.e 15.

: 14.6 15.0 ll

i 14.7 1S.S ll

Mai 14.1 N

: 14.0 14.

: 15.8 14.4 ti

13.3 u

: 13.1 13.4 :i

t 13.0 12.1 8 3

: 11.7 12.2 :t

: 13.3 13.3 M

: 11.7 18.5 it

Ml 1 12.4 it

: 11.3 13.1 M
t 11.1 12.3 It

14.G s

14.5 t

14.C s

14.4 3

14.3 I

14.2 3

14.0 3

13.7 j

13.8 t

13.G t

13.5 t

13.1 l

13.1 l

13.3 3

13.6 i

15.0 t

15.3 :

I ..

14.9 :

14.8 3

15.0 :

14.5 s

!--..

.

13.7 :

13.0 i

13.2 s

13.5 :

13.1 »

13.2

13.0

13.0

KM
12.7

12.7

12.5

12.3

11.3

12.0

12.2

ll.C

12 wO

12.1

13.S

13.

C

.

1. ...

':....

15.3

13.3

12.9

12.6

12.3

12.9

12.4

13.0

12a
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Baking tests were nads on the patent flour ssnplea for

the various periods using a standard baking formula which

Is used in asking the baking test in this laboratory. The

results of the tests are given in Table XXIX.

Table XXII Baking results of the patent flours.

Bind of
flour

Tempering
temperatures.

Loaf
Volume

Color Texture

Mixed wheat
Mixed wheat

12 :

: 24 :

1560
1490

: 95
1 9G

dark : 97
: 98

1929 Car
1

24
44

1620
1560

: 98
: 98

: 98
: 97

xgort wheat : 24 :

: H :

1600
1530

: 97
: 98

: 98
: 97

sstsrilised at 60°C.

The smaller loaf volume obtained from the flour from

the mixad wheat was expected since the gluten of this flour

was weaker, while In the other flours the variation was

LI.

C0!K:

It may be concluded from these experiments that:

1. Increased temperature accelerates the rate of water

penetration in wheat.

2. Ho portion of the wheat kernel has the character-

istics of a non-permeable membrane.
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S. Hilling wheat at low tempera tares produces flour

of higher ash content, due to pulverising the bran.

4. High temperature* maintained for a long tempering

period are detrlnental because of the unfavorable change*

In the physical characteristics of the grain.

5. The best temperature and period for tempering Is

related to the oharacteristios of the wheat. This Is a

subject for further investigation.
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